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P

ayment collection in
healthcare is marked by
several points of tension
and demands that, at face value,
often seem at odds. For instance,
hospitals must secure payments
in a timely manner while maintaining a spirit of compassion
and reinforcing the patient
experience. Hospital staff must
educate patients and families —
many of whom are already ill,
stressed or vulnerable — about
insurance and financial planning.
The collection process takes great
skill, knowledge and efficiency,
yet it is also a sensitive area and
increasingly personal for patients
as they take on more financial
responsibility.

Several pressures are causing
hospital and health system CFOs

to lend more attention to collections and redesign the way their
organizations collect payment for
care provided. Hospitals’ financial teams now have to factor in
expected delays from ICD-10
and meet insurers’ requests for
information and requirements
for authorization. They must
prepare staff for a new kind of
conversation with patients, one
that centers more around value
opposed to flat price. There are

also large strategic decisions to
be made, including what software or technological tools to
invest in and what parts of the
revenue cycle to outsource, if any.
In an online survey of 100 hospital and health system CFOs, 51
percent said there is ample room
for improvement to their organization’s collection process, which
is a strategic priority at this time.
The majority (63 percent) of
CFOs said the amount of atten-

“We’re finding third-party payer
insurers to be slower in every step
of the process, from authorization
to final payment.”
Roger Roux

CFO of Rady Children’s Hospital - San Diego
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tion they pay to the collection
process increased in the past year,
and each of the CFOs interviewed
for this report said the same, with
some noting that attention paid
increased “tremendously.”
The most difficult part of collection process redesign is employee

When asked to identify obstacles
their organizations face in the
collection process, several of the
CFOs pointed to the slow pace of
insurers and the administrative
layers that hinder insurance verification and authorizations. This
“thorny” process, as one CFO
described it, is a financial set-

“We have the perfect storm of
timing.”
Jim Dregney

CFO of Lakewood Health System, referring to his system’s conversion to a new EHR platform
four months before ICD-10 will take effect

buy-in and change management
when implementing new processes, 37 percent of CFOs reported.
Nearly 25 percent of CFOs said
maintaining both efficiency and
the spirit of compassionate care
is the most challenging part of
the collection process, while 18
percent said patient education
and communication about payment options is most difficult.
Fifteen percent of CFOs said
meeting consumer expectations
for bill pay is the hardest part of
the process.
For a detailed account of hospital
and health systems’ collection
process redesign, six hospital
and health system CFOs and two
healthcare finance experts participated in an exclusive roundtable
to discuss the challenges they are
experiencing and the solutions
they are implementing.
Insurers dictating the pace of
collections

back for hospitals and also causes
inconvenience for physicians and
patients.
Mr. Franco said Presence Health
is receiving more requests for additional information from insurers, along with new authorization
requirements for certain medical
procedures and services. The
time-sensitive nature of health-

“We’re finding third-party payers
to be slower in every step of the
process, from authorization to
final payment,” said Mr. Roux.
“They are asking for more information about claims, there is
slower review of that information,
and overall they are slower in addressing each step along the way.”
That pace may slow even more
in the months to come. Hospitals
will shift from ICD-9 to ICD-10
on October 1, a transition that
the CFOs expect to only worsen
an already sluggish and intricate
experience with insurers. The
10th revision of the classification
system will expand the number
of medical codes from 18,000
to 140,000 and demand greater
attention to detail. For instance,
what was one code for suturing
an artery in ICD-9 will become
195 codes under ICD-10, depending on which artery was
sutured. “I can’t imagine that it’s

“What was more of a financial call is
now morphing into the value-based
call.”
Jon Duckert

CFO of Baylor Medical Center at Uptown

care makes these interactions
with payers all the more taxing.
The prolonged process delays patient care, and patients sometimes
wait for days before the hospital
receives a response from the insurer, he said.

going to get any better at all,” said
Mr. Roux. “We’re fully expecting
to be slower as payers aren’t prepared, and I really do think some
of them might just use it as an
excuse for going even slower.”
How are CFOs preparing for the
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change this fall? Most are preparing for lags with collections. Mr.
Duggert said he’s bracing himself
for lags of several weeks, and he
expects to see those lags even
after several months of ICD-10
implementation. Mr. Dregney
said his organization, Lakewood
Health System, is building up
its cash balances. The system is
also undergoing a conversion to
a new EHR platform in August.
“We have the perfect storm of
timing,” he said.

“Online banking has become
the norm. Clients can get their
information with 24-hour access.
Although we’re not quite there in
the healthcares space, patients are
starting to expect the same ease and convenience
of delivery from healthcare providers.”
Barry Haley

Senior Vice President and Seniot Treasury Solutions Executive
with Bank of America Merrill Lynch Global Treasury Services

misunderstanding early on can
snowball to cause problems and
delays later on the backend. Staff
A greater need for highly
Patients are also inquiring about
must have training to understand
trained staff
quality awards the hospital has
the complexities of many differreceived and how its perforMany CFOs said the rise of
ent health plans, said Mr. Anmance ranks against other hoshigh-deductible health plans is
derson, including governmental,
pitals. This places new demands
also complicating the collection
commercial, Medicare Advantage
on
the
medical
center’s
insurance
process and forcing them to inand the plans offered through the
verifiers,
who
are
now
tasked
to
teract with patients in new ways
state and federal health insureither provide this information
to ensure they understand their
ance marketplaces created by the
or put patients in touch with a
financial responsibilities. ConPatient Protection and Affordresource to do so. By acting as
sumers with high deductibles
able Care Act. To develop this
the unofficial hospital spokespeosometimes skip procedures and
understanding, staff need more
ple, in many instances, insurance
delay treatment. When they do
than software and technological
verifiers
are
more
influential.
decide to seek care, they are also
shortcuts.
more likely to shop and compare They are not only responsible
“We have tried to put at their disfor financial information, but
prices.
posal all of these tools and neat
other details that may inform a
Mr. Duckert said his team at Bay- patient’s choice about where to
little programs, but if that indilor Medical Center at Uptown is receive care. “What was more of
vidual is not trained to the level
seeing this firsthand. “We have
of expectation to be able to ana financial call is now morphing
more patients asking us how our into the value-based call,” Mr.
swer every question, we have set
prices and charges compare to
ourselves up,” Mr. Anderson said.
Duckert said.
the local market,” he said. This is
“Maybe down the road, we’ll find
In addition to answering more
forcing insurance verifiers into
we didn’t get the right pre-certifinew territory, as they are now ex- patient questions, hospitals’
cation, or we didn’t communicate
pected to not only provide infor- insurance verifiers and collecto the patient that he is going to
mation about a patient’s individ- tion teams have little room for
owe $500 — we told them it was
error
in
what
has
become
a
more
ual financial responsibilities, but
$300.” Staff training is absolutely
drawn
out
process.
A
mistake
or
also paint a picture of how the
hospital’s prices compare to the
market.
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key to not only have an informed
and accurate conversation with
the patient, but to better understand what the patient will
expect and ensure those expectations are met.
Price estimates and imprecision
Perhaps one of the most frustrating experiences for both patients
and providers is the inaccuracy
of price or cost estimates. More
patients, particularly those with
high-deductible plans or paying
out of pocket, want an idea of
their bill upfront. Several CFOs
said their organizations use price
estimation software, which is
helpful so long as both parties
recognize the fluid nature of
estimates.
These forecasted figures — a
minimum, maximum and av-

caught off guard.”
Mr. Merrill said various hospitals and health systems struggle
when they begin to collect on
price estimates that they later
find were over or underestimated. “That may create a situation
where you have patient refunds,
where you collect too much on
the front-end so now you have
an overpayment situation,” he
said.
Several of the CFOs have experienced this. Mr. Anderson said
Lane Regional Medical Center
refunds the patients as soon as
possible, but the pace at which
the hospital can do so is largely
dependent on the speed of payers and their reimbursement.
Conversely, CFOs said just the
opposite occurs, when they

“You really have to have that one-onone personal touch for many of the
patients and the patients’ families.”
Kanner Tillman, PhD

CFO of Sherman Oaks Hospital and Encino Hospital Medical Center

erage — are never precise and
change depending on even the
slightest change or nuance in a
physician’s care plan. “The key is
to make sure the patient understands there are some additional
charges, more or less,” said Mr.
Tillman. “It could go either way.
We’ll try to give a range of possibilities so the patient is not

underestimated a cost and must
collect additional payments from
patients.
For many hospitals, technology
is touch and go
The banking industry is no
stranger to consumer expectations for real-time, convenient
access to information. “Online

banking has become the norm,”
said Mr. Haley. “Clients can get
their information with 24-hour
access. Although we’re not quite
there in the healthcare space,
patients are starting to expect the
same ease and convenience of
delivery from healthcare providers.”
In the survey of 100 hospital and
health system CFOs, 43 percent
said they have implemented tools
to collect payments online. This
was a more popular strategy than
redesigning bills to make them
easier and more patient friendly,
which 35 percent of CFOs identified as a path taken. The CFOs
interviewed for this report had
different experiences with online
bill pay. For some, it was extremely challenging. For others,
it worked well, but only for a
certain demographic. One CFO
reported a noteworthy rate of
success, but that likely hinged on
the average age of his hospital’s
patients and families.
“We are almost having to beg
patients to sign up for the patient
portals and retrieve their information,” said Mark Anderson.
Several of the CFOs echoed his
thoughts. Mr. Tillman said the
average patient at Sherman Oaks
Hospital and Encino Hospital
Medical Center is age 65. Portal information and online bill
pay may work wonderfully for
younger patients, but Mr. Tillman said the “demographic real-
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“There’s no way we could staff,
resource and basically manage 100
percent of our accounts receivable.”
Richard Franco

Regional CFO of Presence Health

ity” at his organization demands
other means of education and
payment. “You really have to have
that one-on-one personal touch
for many of the patients and families,” he said.
You can lead a horse to water, but
you can’t make it drink, as the
adage goes. Many CFOs said they
wish their patients were more
acclimated to using the portal
and paying bills online, much like
they do with their banks. “We
would love for patients to be more
tech-savvy and use these different avenues,” said Mr. Anderson.
Increased patient engagement
online would likely let him reduce
a substantial amount of overhead,
as well. “We’re employing tons of
people upfront and during the
revenue cycle process to educate
patients and collect on these bills,”
he said.
As CFO of Rady Children’s Hospital and Health Center, Mr. Roux
reported a different experience
with patients online. The organization implemented online bill
pay options in January 2014, and
so far, it has seen a steady increase
in the number of people paying
bills this way. “The average age
of our patients is under 5, so the
average age of parents is probably

under the average age of most
CFOs’ patients. That could well
indeed be a factor,” he said.
What to outsource and why?
How much of the collection process are hospitals and health systems outsourcing to third parties?
CFOs’ outsourcing strategies vary.
One CFO said outsourcing is and
always will be part of his organization’s portfolio.
“There’s no way we could staff,
resource and basically manage
100 percent of our accounts
receivable,” said Mr. Franco with
Presence Health. The system outsourced collections for self-pay
after insurance and tried to stratify that task among a number of
vendors for some level of competition and comparison.
Presence largely keeps all of its
government and commercial
plans in-house, but does outsource for niche areas, including
liability claims, disability claims

and worker’s compensation. The
system also has a vendor partner
that creates, generates and mails
statements to patients, and it is
looking for another vendor to
consolidate the statement process,
combining statements from the
system’s hospitals and medical
group. “I don’t think we’ll ever
get away from outsourcing, but
I don’t think we’ll ever get to a
point where we completely outsource, either.”
Rady Children’s has a few outsource partners, and like Presence
and other organizations, the hospital also uses two vendors at all
times to compare performance.
Mr. Roux said Rady Children’s
has partners for eligibility verification, underpayment detection
and Medicaid enrollment for
eligible families.
Despite the success of the vendor
relationships he mentioned, Mr.
Roux said he hasn’t given the idea
of an entirely outsourced revenue cycle much thought. “I think
the whole process has become so
closely intertwined with all aspects of the business,” he said. The
fact that people now call into the
insurance line to ask about a hospital’s quality scores illustrates the

“Today we have pretty much
outsourced our entire revenue cycle,
with the exception of the registration
process.”
Mark Anderson

CFO of Lane Regional Medical Center
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intimate relationship between the
revenue cycle and patients’ larger
impressions of the hospital. “We
wouldn’t want to outsource any
of that; we want to be handling
that ourselves.”

Regional Medical Center resisted outsourcing all together, but
that has since changed. “Today
we have pretty much outsourced
our entire revenue cycle, with
the exception of the registration
process,” he said. The hospital
Mr. Duckert with Baylor Medical
outsourced the revenue cycle but
Center at Uptown agreed with
retained staff, instead moving
Mr. Roux’s concerns. His hospital
those individuals to registration.
outsources bad debt collection
This was beneficial, as those staff
and is experimenting with a
members already had advanced
vendor to supplement the hospiknowledge of what is needed to
tal’s patient payment collection
get a claim paid.
program. He is finding this can
bring down the hospital’s costs
Mr. Anderson said a few factors
to collect, and the vendor also
drove Lane Regional Medical
has more sophisticated software
Center to outsource. One was the
to help triage different accounts
ability to lower overhead costs.
to improve the efficiency and
Second was the labor component. Mr. Anderson said it is
effectiveness of the collections
program. “Our concern through becoming harder and harder to
find billers and collectors who
this pilot is we want to make
have the knowledge required to
sure we can maintain control of
our patient satisfaction,” he said. secure payments while meeting patients’ expectations. The
Overall, he feels confident this
element will be maintained given training it takes to develop that
skill set can take not months
Baylor Medical Center at Uptown’s history with this vendor,
but years, he said. A third factor
but Mr. Duckert said patient sat- driving the outsourcing strategy
isfaction will be a critical part of was the transition to ICD-10.
the decision to carry what is now Hospitals are competing against
a pilot to a formal agreement.
outsourced ICD-10 coding
Mr. Anderson shared a different
companies, which makes it hard
perspective. Two years ago, Lane to find and retain good coders of

“The realization is that no one thing is
really going to solve the entire
problem.”
Ken Merrill

Director of Healthcare Product Solutions at Bank of America Merrill Lynch

their own. “It’s almost like Y2K
all over again, where hospitals
are now coder poor,” said Mr.
Anderson.
Conclusion
The experiences of CFOs who
contributed to the report shared
a healthy amount of commonality and variation. They are
facing similar challenges, such
as lags with insurers, worries
about ICD-10 and the need for
greater patient education. Each
CFO reported a different level
of engagement and success with
various solutions, such price estimation tools, online bill pay or
outsourcing. The efficacy of these
solutions rests on a number of
factors, including patient demographics, patient expectations,
vendor relationships and competition, and patient education.
As standardized as billing and
collections may seem on paper,
the CFOs’ stories suggest each
hospital and health system must
fine-tune the strategy and solutions that are right for them as
they strive to increase payments
collected for care provided. This
is precisely what Mr. Merrill with
Bank of America Merrill Lynch is
seeing with hospitals and health
systems across the country. “The
realization is that no one thing
is really going to solve the entire
problem. It takes a series of strategic actions to make a meaningful impact,” he said. n

